
  

 
 

 CONSOLIDATED FASTFRATE INC.  

9701 Highway 50, Woodbridge, Ontario  L4H 2G4   T 905.893.2600   TF 800.268.1564   F 905.893.1575 

July 05, 2021 

Customer Bulletin: Wildfires, BC 

Please note, the wildfires near Lytton, BC continue to affect the rails mainline into and out of 
Vancouver, BC. 

CP is expecting limited access through this area this afternoon, though significant delays 
continue into and out of Vancouver, BC, and Vancouver Island.    

The strong partnership between Consolidated Fastfrate Inc. and CP Rail, allows us to continue 
to load and ingate containers for priority on trains for Vancouver.  

Consolidated Fastfrate is planning to increase capacity in Vancouver to minimize delays to our 
customers once containers become available to our terminal. 

We will continue to provide updates 

 

Thank you 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 
 

 CONSOLIDATED FASTFRATE INC.  

9701 Highway 50, Woodbridge, Ontario  L4H 2G4   T 905.893.2600   TF 800.268.1564   F 905.893.1575 

Sent: Sunday, July 4, 2021 2:11 PM 
Subject: Customer Bulletin: Customer Advisory - Service Interruption - BC interior fires - Update 

 

 

Customer Station Bulletin 

  

Customer Advisory - Service Interruption - BC interior fires - Update 

BC wild fires continue to have our main line operations shut down. CP teams are on site and 
supporting local authorities. The safety of the public and our employees is our priority.  

Crews have inspected our tracks and crews and materials have been mobilized to 
conduct repair work as soon as it is safe to do so. The CP team then will quickly take action to 
safely restore our service.  

Customers should continue to expect delays.   

Given the operational impairments, CP has issued embargoes for British Columbia interior in an 
effort to proactively manage the traffic into this area affected by the wildfires in BC Interior. 

The embargoes are currently in effect and can be rescinded at any time.   

We will continue to provide updates and work directly with affected customers as the situation 
evolves. 
 
Thank you for your patience and understanding. We appreciate your business. 
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